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What was our purpose?

Understand interactivity better

by developing more precise definitions of the notions 
interface, interactivity and interaction



Our approach

Stay close to peoples’ everyday experience and intuitive 
understanding of interactivity

A complement (not alternative) to contextual, situational, experiential, 
social, or cultural approaches to interaction and interactivity



How did we do it?

§ Approach: 
Analytical and Philosophical (concepts/definitions/examples)

§ Focus: 
Artifact centered (the designed purpose) 

§ Perspective: 
Design oriented (open for manipulation to designers)



How did we do it?

Methodological considerations:

• No users or user experiences
• No good or bad 
• No easy or difficult
• No solutions of problems 
• No ”implications for design”
• No time, no place and no community
• Universal not particular

[basic research]



What did it lead to?
• An interface thought style theory

• A theory of interactivity

• A new definition of the interface

• New concepts describing emerging forms of interactivity 

- expressive/impressive interaction, 
- character of things, 
- faceless interaction, 
- interactivity clutter,
- interactivity fields

• Suggestions on how to measure interactivity

• Speculations about the future of interaction 



Will briefly talk about some findings

1. Foundational definitions

2. Window of interaction

3. Basic anatomy of Interaction

4. A new definition of the interface

5. Some consequences



1. Foundational definitions

interactivity (interaction): the activity of interacting; there is 
interactivity only when interaction is actually going on

interactability : the ability of an artifact or system to interact; the 
intrinsic quality of an artifact or system which allows interactions with 
a user

interactiveness : an artifact’s or system’s power to engage users in 
interactions



2. Window of interaction

Using the window of 
interaction to describe 
interactive artifacts and 
systems.

Finding new ways of 
categorizing interactability
and interaction.

Suggest ways to potentially 
measure interactivity.



3. A basic anatomy of interaction

A user registers/interprets 
cues from the artifact and 
performs actions

An artifact registers 
operations and performs 
moves

An artifact has internal 
states (i-states) and 
external states (e-states). 

The state of the 
environment/context (w-
states)



4. A new definition of the interface

we define an interface as a surface 

interaction does not require an interface

we label interactions without any surface 
as faceless interactions



Faceless interaction

We can distinguish two main groups of modalities when it comes to 
interaction:

• surface-bound modalities, such as vision, touch, and direct 
object manipulations using our hands and body. 

• surface-free modalities, such as hearing, sound-production 
(voice, etc.), smell, heat, wind, breath, balance, posture, etc., 
and free gestures. 



Faceless interaction

not new
(automatic doors, games, cars….)

gaining and losing qualities 
(overview vs freedom, precision vs richness)

it provides us with a new analytical tool that 
cuts through the interactivity landscape in a new way



The notion of faceless interaction led to some new concepts describing 
emerging forms of interactivity:

expressive/impressive interaction

character of things

interactivity clutter

interactivity fields



So, what to do with all this?

With these concepts and definitions, we can:

- investigate the history and evolution of interaction

- describe and explain universal aspects of interactivity

- identify new interaction design challenges

- extrapolate our findings into potential futures 



A shift to interactivity fields

Faceless interaction

Impression/expression interaction

The emergence of interactivity fields
Interaction becomes something ongoing and 
everywhere and not with an artifact or a system
that has a well-defined core and functionality



Now, back to the approach..

25 years of studying…..

What kind of knowledge is this:

Peter Keen’s types of research problems: 
urgent, contemporary, classic problems

Jurgen Habermas’ knowledge interests:
control, understanding, emancipation

Our approach is appropriate for creating understanding of classic
problems



Some final thoughts..

The approach is difficult  and slow

The approach led to non-intuitive insights of interaction and 
interactvity

The approach led to both theoretically foundational and 
practically relevant results

The approach showed that Human-Computer Interaction is still 
under-researched. 

No immediate implications for design

Basic research



• THANKS!


